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The third author should be named \"Ka-Wing Au\" instead of \"Ka Wing Au\".

On page 9, left column, the last paragraph

*Original wording:*

"\..., the Ω and ΔΔ*G* for the pairs of F378-V379 in the M377A background and M377-V379 in the F378A background were 68.17 ± 9.09 and 4.22 ± 0.54 and 2.40 ± 0.21 and 0.88 ± 0.24 kcal/mol,\..."

*This should be better replaced by:*

"\..., the Ω and ΔΔ*G* for the pair of F378-V379 in the M377A background were 68.17 ± 9.09 and 4.22 ± 0.54 kcal/mol respectively, whereas those for the pair of M377-V379 in the F378A background were 2.40 ± 0.21 and 0.88 ± 0.24 kcal/mol respectively. \..."

On page 13, left column, the first paragraph, line 14

"\.... residues 277--279 \..." should be replaced by "\... residues 235--237 \..."

On page 13, left column, the second paragraph, line 4

The references "\[1--4, 16, 19, 31, 33, 34, 37, 38\]" should be replaced by "\[1--4, 10, 16, 19, 22, 31, 33, 34, 37, 38\]".

The online version of the original article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00424-009-0719-2.
